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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
  

Carrie Chen Gallery Announces 
FORM, LIGHT, COLOR: Dai Ban, Liane Nouri and Susan Lisbin 

  
(Great Barrington, MA. – May 5, 2022) The Carrie Chen Gallery is pleased to present the exhibition FORM, LIGHT, COLOR 
from May 21 - June 26, 2022. This three-person exhibition presents recent works by artists Dai Ban, Liane Nouri, and 
Susan Lisbin. The show explores the intimacy and connection created and expressed through the abstract and minimal 
paintings and sculpture on view. A public reception will be held on Saturday, May 21, from 3 – 5 pm. Images for 
reproduction are listed below with captions and links for download.  
 
Dai Ban, Susan Lisbin and Liane Nouri each use abstraction and the formal elements of their work to create and express 
internal relationships, interpersonal connection, and connections between people and nature. Dai Ban expresses a deep 
intimacy with his own intuition and creative flow. Nouri seeks to draw the viewer in closer with her subtle color 
interactions. Lisbin draws her inspiration from human relationships, communication, and emotion. The relational aspects of 
each artists’ work are presented through a minimal approach, abstraction, bold forms, and the use, or absence, of color.  

Chief Curator and Gallery Owner Carrie Chen comments that “While the three artists in this show are from very different 
backgrounds, they each evoke a deep sense of connection, connection within oneself, and with others. Dai Ban’s strong 
form is balanced and elegant, powerful, yet not intimidating. Liane’s foundational use of serial cubes is elevated to a 
meditative line, reflecting the colors of the landscape, natural light, moody clouds, or internal emotions. Susan's paintings 
and ceramics are decisive, playful, and full of confidence.” 
 
Ban describes his current work, saying “In my work now, the form comes first. I avoid intentional thoughts. What happens 
then seems to emerge from some deep subconscious reservoir: maybe from childhood, maybe from an unconscious feeling 
in the moment, maybe from something beyond this lifetime. I just let it come out until the form feels right. There is a sense 
of freedom from conscious deliberation.” Ban’s sculpture is deceptively lightweight, building up his forms using materials 
like foam board, Venetian plaster, acrylic, pigments, and beeswax. His minimalist structures have a reduced palette. The 
angular shaped planes create spatial depth where light and shadow integrate into the work.  

Nouri’s pieces are comprised of a series of deep, uniform cubes painted in a tonal color scale. The depth of the boxes, and 
space between each, allows the shadow of each box to become a part of the piece as a whole. The subject of her work is 
the nuanced color relationships inspired by the Hudson Valley landscape.  Liane Nouri states of her work “The color 
mixtures are subtle in order to make the viewer look more closely. Is it a shadow or is the color different?" 

Susan Lisbin’s abstract expressionist paintings and ceramic work explore the complex and subtle interactions between 
people through playful, abstract forms. Her colorful forms capture the surprising interplay of human relationships, the 
complexity of communication, and how we impact one another. “It’s important to understand how we relate to others,” 
Lisbin said. “My images function on a variety of levels to highlight these experiences, from humor to sexuality.” 

THE CARRIE CHEN GALLERY is located on Railroad Street in Great Barrington, MA. The gallery showcases talented artists 
locally and globally, working in a wide range of style and media. We support artists and share their visionary work with 
audiences by remaining at the integrity of innovation. The gallery follows its mission through comprising exhibitions, artist 
projects, public installations and collaboration. Gallery hours are Thursday - Sunday, 11am – 5 pm. 
www.carriechengallery.com 

Due to the current surge in COVID-19 cases, gallery occupancy will be limited at the opening reception for this exhibition. For the safety of our community, 
visitors must provide vaccine record and must be properly masked at all times in the space. 
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### 
Image Captions 

 
Dai Ban, How she can dance so beautifully , 2017, Precis ion board, acrylic plaster, pigments, 54”h x 15”w x 5.5”d  
Image File: https://www.carriechengallery.com/form-light-color-dai-ban-liane-nouri-and-susan-
lisbon?itemId=ob4psaz2ajtk62u1dhkemct3cw9zni 
 

Dai Ban, What lies behind the door, 2018, precision board, Venetian plaster, pigments, beeswax, 58”h x 38”w x 11”d 
Image File: https://www.carriechengallery.com/form-light-color-dai-ban-liane-nouri-and-susan-
lisbon?itemId=utj78b8ppph57se0d287052lcdvnc7 

 
Liane Nouri, Resurrection 1, 2021, Latex Paint, Wood and Plaster, 8 x 60 inches 
Image File: https://www.carriechengallery.com/form-light-color-dai-ban-liane-nouri-and-susan-
lisbon?itemId=wgwk8zo0ckepyg4gcq4p6d8gxxje5m 

 
Liane Nouri, Red, 2021, Latex Paint, Wood and Plaster, 6 1/2 x 3 1/4 x 26 inches 
Image File: https://www.carriechengallery.com/form-light-color-dai-ban-liane-nouri-and-susan-
lisbon?itemId=0v8phqq3yaqr8dyrpb0w9w93gnavom 
 
Susan Lisbin, The Lounge, 2021, Oil on canva paper, 48 x 48 inches 
Image File: https://www.carriechengallery.com/form-light-color-dai-ban-liane-nouri-and-susan-
lisbon?itemId=ns93bjsnk620wgh7cafdyo08vey5uo 
 
Susan Lisbin, Untitled, gouache on paper, 9 x 12 inches 
Image File: https://www.carriechengallery.com/form-light-color-dai-ban-liane-nouri-and-susan-
lisbon?itemId=pqzqrgrw41u4xxumponzq34xctbxdi 
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